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Monthly Status Report
Robert Stobie prime focus imaging Spectrograph

August 2005

K. Nordsieck

Optics and Testing 

• RSS reassembly and alignment in Cape Town.  
- Re-alignment and calibration after rework of grating rotator to reduce flexure:  Performed

focus run with 629 nm interference filter to verify that new flexure fix did not
significantly alter focus position -  saw no significant change.  Calibrated the grating
rotation zero and determined new trim value for grating constants.   Adjusted grating
mechanism to correct for grating roll and pitch.

• RSS Testing in Cape Town
- Installed focus motor with increased travel and verified end/home positions.  We now have

about 6.3 volts of travel on the LVDT, corresponding to 1.57 mm of focus travel, an
increase of 50%.

- The flexure improvement from two mechanical modifications made to improve the camera
roll and the grating rotator flexure was measured in a quick test to validate the
modifications. These effects have been reduce to acceptable, and probably irreducible
levels of 2.4 arcmin roll and 3 pixels vertical motion for tip from horizontal to 37
degrees.  This tip corresponds to about twice what one would see in a worst-case track.

- Demonstrated that Fabry-Perot spectropolarimetry will work: with the beamsplitter in,
Fabry-Perot  rings are split as expected, and the beamsplitter extinction remains good in
polarized light.

• Laser cutter work (Daniel Harbeck).  Performed an extensive diagnostic on the laser cutter,
trying to discover why the power is down 3-10x.  We decided to ship the laser components to
US Laser for maintenance.  They found that the power meter was misaligned, causing the
rest of the alignment process to fail.  This was corrected, shipped back, and restoration to
original performance has been verified.

Mechanical 

•  Flexure improvements.  In order to overcome our flexure issues we undertook a significant
redesign of the camera cradle hub and the grating rotator mount. The hub is now very well
constrained and the grating rotator has been decoupled and is now attached to the etalon platform
and hence does not rotate with the articulation. This introduced some grating control issues
which have been addressed.

• The electronics cold box panels have been fitted with the able help of a couple of astronomers.
The glycol pipes have been installed and pressure tested.
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• Finish up jobs:  The many small jobs are being tackled and the list is getting shorter by the day.
- Baffling is nearly completely closed up.
- RSS lifting equipment is on order.
- Beamsplitter baffle is on order.
- The new slitmask inserter has been installed and is working well.

Etalons (Naseem Rangwalla)

•  Determined parallelism for LR, MR and HR in blue, H" and infrared.

• Calibrated LR, MR and HR mode in blue, H" and infrared. 

• Successfully tested dual mode for the very first time on RSS with  MR and HR etalons in blue,
H" and infrared.

• Further testing of dual mode indicated that the etalons don't track each other very well even
after aligning them physically. We think this is due to the limitations in the calibration
system or flat fielding. We will only be able to test this when we have a better calibration
system at the telescope.

• We also looked at the parallelism and zero point stability. They look very stable in the lab
environment. 

Control 

• PCS updates:
- Fixed serial communications to the etalon controllers.
- The thermocouples in the collimator and camera optics were hooked up, displayed on the

environment GUI, and included in the FITS headers.
- Modified grating operations to decouple grating from articulation bearing.  This required

changing the state machine so that gratings can be changed only at articulation home, and
adding new interlocks.  A hardware interlock against articulating while the grating is not
completely out has still to be added, as it requires running a new wire.

- Waveplate encoder power management. This was a  big effort to manage stray light coming
from the M-3000 waveplate encoders.  Software control of the encoder power has been
installed, but encoder power cycling has made homing and encoder readings unreliable. 
We are working with NI on these issues.

- Added activity logging.  We have not seen an instance of a PCON-PDET procedure fumble
since this was implemented.

- Added more FITS cards in image headers.

• PIPT Phase I tool updates:
- Added text window output that outputs a human -readable and XML table of the instrument

configuration, suitable for pasting into the SALT PI tool.
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- Updated the XML schema to allow user specification of an arbitrary Fabry-Perot scan table
at Phase II.

- Added interference filters.
- Added automatic selection of filters in Fabry-Perot mode.
- Correctly modeled detector gain, saturation, and readout time overhead.
- Implemented S/N calculations in Imaging and Fabry-Perot modes.
- Verified S/N results with a separate EXCEL instrument model.

• PIPT slitmask tool (Daniel Harbeck)
- Extensive debugging and enhancement of slitmask tool.
- Slit mask tool teaching and code reading with SALT Astronomer.
- Installation of Subversion server on SAAO server; slit mask tool source code hand-over to

SAAO.
 
• SALT IRAF package work.  The package has been transferred to the SALT source code

repository under Subversion configuration control.

Management

• The Quarter 2 Quarterly Report is still being worked on.

• Revised the schedule.  We currently show shipment to Sutherland Saturday, Sept 24.
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Stray light test.
- Flexure retest.
- Install guider and measure focus offset to RSS.
- Alignment of RSS on SALT.

• Mechanical
 - Install etalon electrical lockout box.

- Install beamsplitter baffle.
- Tie up loose ends involving cabling.
- Ship to Sutherland.
- Start RSS cable wrapping onto SALT.
- Lift RSS onto payload.

• Control
- Implement RSS/TCS interface.
- Continue work on implementing RSS procedures (Fabry-Perot scans; MOS alignment).
- Implement analog sensor logging.
- Implement GMOS spectrum extractor in SALT package.

• Detector
- Implement high-speed slot mode and drift scan.
- Implement Fabry-Perot calibration calculation in PDET.
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